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tained in sub-paragraphs 2a), 2b), and 2d) of the motion for 
judgment. 
ANSWER AND TIDRD DEFENSE. 
The defendant has no knowledge or information sufficient 
to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained in 
sub-paragraphs 2c) of the motion for judgment. 
FOURTH DEFENSE. 
On or about the second day of June, 1962 the plaintiffs and 
their agents stood in a fiduciary relationship with the defend-
ant, because they were serving as agents to the defendant, 
who was their principal. Nevertheless, the plaintiffs and their 
agents falsely represented to the defen4ant that (a) the agent 
would obtain the signature of the co-owner of the property 
to be sold, and (b) that the defendant would enter an ad-
vantageous contract and would obtain almost all of the price 
he asked because the repairs he would be required to make 
under the contract the plaintiffs recommended would cost 
only $200, and that plaintiffs had a bid from a contractor to 
make the repairs required by the recommended contract for 
$200, and (c) that no commissions would be due under the 
contract of sale until the sale was consummated. These rep-
resentations were made by the plaintiffs and their agent to 
induce the defendant to sign the recommended contract of 
sale. 
These representations were false in fact, and in truth and 
in fact (a) the plaintiffs did not seek to, nor did they obtain 
the signature of the other co-owner, and (b) the plaintiffs 
never produced an enforceable bid to accomplish the ·repairs 
required by the contract for $200, and (c) the plaintiffs are 
now seeking commissions even though the sale was not con-
summated. 
page 11 ~ The defendant relied upon the false representa-
tions so made, and believed them to be true, and so 
relying and believing, was thereby induced to sign the said 
contract, and not otherwise. 
WHEREFORE, the defendant demands judgment that the 
instrument be adjudged void and be delivered up to be can-
ce,Ued and for such further relief as may be just and equitable, 
With costs. 
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FIFTH DEFENSE. 
The defendant intends to rely on the defense that the plain-
tiffs, who stood in a fiduciary relationship with the defend-
ant because they were agents for the defendant who was their 
principal, nevertheless, failed to perform their duty of good 
faith and loyalty and of carrying out their instructions. 
SIXTH DEFENSE. 
The defendant intends to rely on the defense that the plain-
tiffs, w'ho stood in a fiduciary relationship with the defendant 
because they were agents for the defendant who was their 
principal, nevertheless failed to perform their duty to exer-
cise the proper skill to achieve the object of their employ-
ment, and failed to perform their duty of disclosing personal 
knowledge of material facts. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE. 
The defendant intends to rely on the defense that the plain-
tiffs, who stood jn a fiduciary re~ationship with the defendant 
because they were agents for the defendant who was their 
principal nevertheless failed to perform their duty not to act 
for persons having adverse interests and their duty not to 
advance their own interests to the disadvantage of their prin-
cipal. 
WHEREFORE, having fully answered the defendant 
prays that the motion for judgment be dismissed and that he 
be awarded his eosts in this behalf expended. 
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The defendant moves that the plaintiffs be required to state 
with greater particularity their allegations with respect to: 
1. The alleged listing contract, including 
a. If said contract is in writing, a copy thereof, and 
b. The sale price and terms at which the defendant al-
legedly listed the property for sale. 
2. The alleged contract of sale, including 
a. The sale price and terms contained therein, and 
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VIRGINIA: 
In the Supreme Court of Appeals held at the Supreme 
Court of Appeals Building in the City of Richmond on Friday 
the 27th day of November, 1964. 
PAUL REIBER, Plaintiff in Error, 
agaitnst 
JAMES M. DUNCAN, JR., AND ASSOCIATES, INC., AND 
ROUTH ROBBINS REAL ESTATE CORPORATION, 
Defendants in Error. 
From the Circuit Court of Fairfax County 
Barnard F. Jennings, Judge 
Upon· the petition of Paul Reiber a writ of error is award~ 
ed him to a judgment rendered by the Circuit Court of Fair-
fax County on the ,12th day of June, 1964, in a certain mo-
tion for judgment then therein depending wherein James M. 
Duncan, Jr., and Associates, Inc., and another were plaintiffs 
and the petitioner and another were defendants ; upon the 
petitioner, or some one for him, entering into bond with suf-
ficient security before the clerk of the said circuit court in the 
penalty of three hundred dollars, with condition as the la:w 
rlirects. 
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MOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
The plaintiffs, James M. Duncan, Jr. and Associates, Inc. 
and Routh Robbins Real Estate Corporation, hereby move the 
Circuit Court for a judgment and award of execution against 
the defendants, Paul Reiber and Doris N. Reiber, each of 
them, jointly and severally, in the amount of $1,680.00 with 
interest thereon at the rate of 6% per annum from the 2nd 
day of June, 1962 until paid, which said sum of money is 
justly due and owing to the plaintiffs by the defendants as 
damages for the breach of a certain contract made by the de-
fendants with the plaintiffs, and in support thereof, said 
plaintiffs respectfully represent unto the Court as follows : 
1. That on or about the 2nd day of June, 1.962, and for 
some time prior the.reto, the defendants were the owners of a 
certain house and lot situated in the City of Alexandria, State 
of Virginia, known as 919 ·South Alfred Street, and more 
particularly described as Lot 7, Block 4, Hunting Creek 
Homes, Alexandria, Virginia, which the defendants desired 
to sell; and that the defendants made and entered into a cer-
tain contract with the said plaintiff, Routh Robbins 
page 2 ~ Real Estate Corporation, under the terms of which 
the defendants listed the said property for sale 
and agreed to pay the said plaintiff, Routh Robbins Real 
Estate Corporation, or any cooperating broker, a commis-
sion of 6% of the purchase price if it. the said plaintiff, or any 
cooperating broker with the plaintiff, would procure a pur-
chaser ready,. willing and able to purchase the said property 
at a price and upon terms acceptable to the defendants. 
The said plaintiffs allege that, relyinJr upon the RRid fiP-
fendants' promises and undertaking-, did thereafter and with-
in a reasonable period of time find and procure a purchaser 
for the said property, to-wit, David Wallace Smith and Ingrid 
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Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
August 3, 1964 
Martin V. B. Bostetter, Jr., Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
125 North Fairfax Street, 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Paul Reiber, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
1815 H Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C. 20006 
Re: James M. Duncan, Jr. & Associates, Inc. v. Paul 
Reiber and Doris Nelson Reiber 
At Law No.11584 
Gentlemen: 
You will find enclosed herewith a copy of a statement of 
facts and incidents of trial in connection with the above that 
I have today delivered to the Clerk of the said Court of Fair-
fax County, Virginia, duly certified. 
I have also caused to be placed in the court file the narrative 
statement of the evidence and notice that I received in the 
mail from Mr. Reiber on July 22, 1964 as well as a summary 
of evidence that was delivered to me on July 31, 1964 by Mr. 
Bostetter. 
BFJjbsr 
Encl. 
Yours very truly, 
• • • 
A Copy-Teste: 
Barnard F. Jennings 
• • 
H. G. TURNER, Clerk. 
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L. Smith, his wife, who were ready, willing and able to pur-
chase the said property at an agreed price of $28,000.00 and 
upon terms acceptable to the plaintiffs, and who did, in fact, 
enter into a valid and enforceable contract to purchase the 
same from the defendants at the said agreed price of $28,-
000.00; and that by reason thereof, the defendants became 
liable to the said plaintiffs for 6% of the said sum of $28.-
000.00, or $1,680.00; and that no part thereof has been paid: 
and that the defendants have failed to pay the same, although 
requested so to do. 
2.a) That on or about the 2nd day of June, 1962, and just 
prior thereto, the defendants were the owners of a certain 
house and lot situated in the City of Alexandria, Virginia, 
and known as Lot 7, Block 4, Hunting Creek Homes, other-
wise known as 919 South Alfred Street, Alexandria, Virginia, 
which the defendants desired to sell. 
b) That the defendants did enter into a valid and enforce-
able contract with David Wallace Smith and IngTid L. Smith, 
under the terms of which the said David Wallace 
page 3 ~ Smith and Ingrid L. Smith agreed and bound them-
selves to purchase the said property from the de-
fendants, for the price of $28,000.00. 
c) The. said plaintiffs aver that they, at the defendants' 
special rnstance and request, rendered and performed services 
and work in and a bout procuring the execution of the contract 
by the said David Wallace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith, and 
were, in fact, the procuring cause thereof. 
d) The plaintiffs further aver that the defendants agreed 
to pay the plaintiffs, as compensation for the services per-
formed and work done, as aforesaid, the sum of $1,680.00. 
and that such services are reasonably worth that amount, and 
that no part thereof has been paid; and that the sum of $1.-
680.00 with interest thereon from the 2nd day of June, 196~. 
is now due and o":ing to the plaintiffs by the defendants, with 
.interest thereon from the 2nd day of June, 1962; and that thP 
defendants have failed to pay the same, although requested 
many times so to do. 
WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs· move the said Court for a 
judgment and award of execution agaim~t the defendants ann 
each of them, jointly and severally, in the sum of $1 680.00 
with interest thereon at the rate of 6% per annum fro~ JunP. 
2, 1962 until paid, and costs incident to this proceeding. 
4 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
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Filed Mar. 4, 1963. 
THOMAS. P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk o.f the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, V a. 
ANSWER AND GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
Now comes Paul Reiber, one of the defendants in the above 
entitled cause, and for his separate answer and grounds of 
defense to the plaintiffs' motion for judgment herein states: 
ANSWER AND FIRST DEFENSE. 
The defendant admits that on June 2, 1962 he was a co-
owner of an apartment house and lot situated at 919 South 
Alfred Street, Alexandria, Virginia, and that he listed the 
property for sale at a price of more than $28,000, and that the 
plaintiffs, through their agents, induced the defendant to sign 
a purported contract of sale to David Wallace Smith and In-
grid L. Smith at less than the listed price but on condition 
that the plaintiffs would obtain the signature thereto of the 
other co-owner, and that the defendant has not paid to plain-
tiffs $1,680 or any part thereof, as alleged in the two sub-
paragraphs of paragraph 1 of the motion for judgment, but 
denies all other allegations contained in the two sub-para-
graphs of paragraph 1 of the motion for judgment. 
ANSWER AND SECOND DEFENSE. 
The defendant admits that on June 2, 1.962 he was a co-
owner of an apartment house and lot at 919 South Alfred 
Street, Alexandria, Virginia, and that he was induced by the 
plaintiffs and their agents to sign a purported contract of 
sale to David Wallace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith 
page 10 ~ at less than the listed price but on condition that 
the plaintiffs would obtain the signature thereto 
of the other co-owner; and that he has not paid to the plain-
tiffs $1,680.00 or any part thereof as alle~ed in sub-para-
graphs 2a), 2b), and 2d) but denies all other allegations con-
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 7 
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b. If said contract is in writing, a copy thereof. 
3. The services and work alleged. in Paragraph, 2c) . 
• • • • • 
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ANSWER TO MOTION FOR BILL OF PARTICULARS. 
Come now the plaintiffs for answer to the Motion for Bill 
of Particulars :filed by the defendants herein, and answer and 
say: 
1. a. Attached hereto as Exhibit ''A'' is a copy of the 
said listing contract. 
b. The sale price is as stated on the attached contract. 
2 .. a. The sale price is shown on the contract of sale at-
tached hereto as Exhibit '' B' '. 
b. A copy of said contract is attached hereto, as aforesaid. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JAMES M. DUNCAN, JR. & 
ASSOCIATES, INC. AND 
ROUTH ROBBINS REAL 
ES-TATE CORP. 
By MARTIN V. B. BOST'ETTER, JR. 
Counsel. 
Filed Nov. 15, 1963. 
• • 
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THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va . 
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EXHIBIT ''A''. 
High School George Washington Jr. Hi. Jefferson Elem. 
School Robert E. Lee Paroch. St. Mary's Reniarks: Nice 4 
unit apartment bldg. 1 unit renting for $95.00 Mo., 2 units 
renting for $110.00 Mo., 4th for $100.00 Mo. All now occupied. 
Good close in location near schools, shopping & 2 blocks from 
bus. Must be refinanced. Directions Code 6. No sign. South on 
Washington St., right on Green, left on Alfred to apartment 
on right. Why Selling: Disp. Invest. Property Occupant All 
occupied-Don't contact Occupants Until ...... Phone .... . 
Owner Paul Reiber Phone : Res. EL 6-3229 Bus. 783-3293 
Addr. cjo Listing Broker Realtor Routh Robbins Lister 
Gravely (KI 8-3041) (Above Memoranda for Brokers' con-
venience only from sources believed reliable, but NOT gua-
ranteed) Phone No. 836-6200 Address 919 S. Alfred Street 
Fl 2 Br 1 Bn 1 ea. unit $28,500 No. 
LISTING AGREEMENT. FOR RESIDENTIAL 
MULTIPLE LISTING 
Date May 17, 1962 
To: Routh Robbins Real Estate Co. Realtor 
In consideration of the use of the service and facilities of 
your .office and of your agreement to enter the within prop-
erty in the Multiple Listing Service of the NORTHERN 
VIRGINIA BOARD OF REALTORS, INC., subject to the 
a.P.proval of its Board of Directors, you are hereby granted 
the ·exclusive privilege for 120 days from this date to sell 
my jour property, including kitchen stove, refrigerator and 
other equipment listed above contained herein located iri 
CNTY. at 919 S. Alfred Street, Alexandria, Va. for ·$28,500, 
or such other price as Ijwe may later agree upon, which prices 
include selling commission. 
The property may be sold subject to an existing- first deed 
of trust having an unpaid balance of about $11,187.79 Mini-
mum cash that can be considered is $ all cash Owner will 
take back second trust in the amount of $ Will consider in the 
event of sale Ijwe will execute the usual sales contract cus-
tomarily in use in the State of Virginia. · 
If during this listing period the property is sold by yon or 
mejus or anyone else; or if you, or any member of the Mul-
tiple Listing Service, produce a purchaser readv, willing and 
able to purchase the property or if within 120 days after the 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 9 
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expiration of this listing contract a sale is made by nie to 
any person to whom the property has been shown, during the 
original listing period, by you or by any member of the Mul-
tiple Listing Service, I agree to pay a commission of 6% of 
. the sale price. 
This exclusive right to sell will expire at midnight Septem-
ber 17, 1962. 
You are hereby authorized to place your "For Sale" sign 
on the property and to remove all others. The entire property 
will be available to you for showing at all reasonable hours. 
The agent is not responsible for vandalism, theft, or dam-
age of any nature whatsoever to the property. 
The above agreement and listing data contains the entire 
terms and provisions of this contract and may be used as a 
basis for presenting the property to prospective buyers. 
I!WE HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A 
COPY OF THIS CONTRACT 
Realtor/Sales Mgr. /s/ Routh Robbins (Seal) Owner /s/ Paul 
Reiber (Seal) 
Salesman /s/ Florence H. Gr~vely (Seal) Owner (Seal) 
• • • • • 
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MOTION TO RECONSIDER, MODIFY OR VACATE 
JUDGMENT OR GRANT A NEW TRIAL. 
Now comes the defendant in the above entitled' action and 
moves the court to reconsider, set aside, or vacate the judg-
ment for the plaintiffs granted on April 13, 1964, or order 
'a new trial upon the grounds that the judgment was contrary 
to the law and the evidence. The gTounds of the motion are 
the following: 
·1. The contract of sale upon which the plaintiffs based 
their claim was a contract so vague as to lack :inutualitv of 
obligation, and at most was a conditional agreement: wht~h 
never became a binding contract.· · ·. ; · 
2. The plaintiffs failed to maintain their burden· of proving 
that the conditions of the contract had been fulfilled and that 
10 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
the customer they produced was ready, willing, and able to 
purchase the property of the defendants. 
· 3. EYen if the contract became enforceable, the plaintiffs 
were not entitled to a.commission because of their misconduct, 
because one of the plaintiffs, namely the Routh Robbins 
Agency, failed to prepare an accurate description of the 
owners of the property, and that the defendant was induced 
to sign the contract by a misrepresentation constituting fraud. 
Filed Apr. 20, 1964. 
• 
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Filed Apr. 20, 1964. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va . 
• • • 
• • 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER, MODIFY OR VACATE 
JUDGMENT OR GRANT A NEW TRIAL. 
I. Tke oou.rt has power to gra;n,t the motion. 
Tule 1 :9 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia. 
II. The purported contract of sale was ineffective becGJUSe of 
lack of mutuality. 
The promise of the purchaser was based on terms so vague 
that his obligation could be frustrated at his own whim. The 
purchaser indicated he would purchase only "upon an in-
spection by the city inspector" and "inspection of all units 
by purchaser." This left the obligation of the purchaser so 
vague as to make it unable to determine what his obligation 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 11 
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was and left the purchaser free to refuse to purchase, The 
defendant at no time could enforce the contract. 
In Smith v. Farrell, 199 Va. 121, 98 S. E. (2d) 3. the court 
at page 7 quotes from 17 C. J. S. Contracts, Sec. 31, p. 359, 
"the principle is stated thus; 
'In order that there may be an agreement, the parties must 
have a distinct intention common to both and without doubt 
or difference. Until all understand alike, there can be no as-
sent, and, therefore, no contract. Both parties must assent to 
the same thing in the same sense, and their minds must meet 
as to all the terms. If any portion of the proposed terms is not 
settled, or no mode is agreed on by which it may be settled, 
there is no agreement.' 
'In 4 M. J., Contracts Sec. 27, p. 359, it is said: 
'Another essential element of a valid contract is certainty 
and completeness. The element of completeness de-
page 26 ~ notes that the contract embraces all the material 
terms; that of certainty denotes that each one of 
those terms is expressed in a sufficiently exact and definite 
manner. An incomplete contract, therefore, is one from which 
one or more material terms have been entirely omitted. An 
uncertain contract is one which may, indeed, embrace all the 
material terms, but one of them is expressed so inexact, in-
definite or obscure language that the intent of the parties 
cannot be sufficiently ascertained to enable the court to carry 
it into effect.' " 
In McGinruis v. Enslow, 82 S. E. (2d) 437 (1954), the court 
said. at p. 442 : 
'' 'The fundamentals of a legal contract are competent 
parties, legal subject matter, valuable consideration, and 
mutual assent. There can be no contract if any of these ele-
ments are lacking • • • the situation must be such thai either 
party could sue for specific execution of it. There must be 
mutuality of remedy • • •' Virginia EaY~Jort Coal Co. v. Row-
l,and Land Co .. 100 W.Va. 559, 131 S. E. 253, 262" 
In Towrn of Vinton v. City of Roanoke, 195 Va. 881, 80S. E. 
608 (1954), the court said at page 617: 
'' 'The general rule of law is -that where the considera-
tion· for the promise of one party is the promise of the other 
12 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
party, there must be absolute mutuality of engagement, so 
that each party has the right to hold the other t-o a positive 
agreement. Both parties must be bound, or neither is bound . 
.American .Agricultural Gkem. Go. v. Kervnedy, 103 Va. 171 
176, 48 S. E. 668, 870.'" 
III. The contract of sale of real, estate on whim the plaintiffs 
based their claim fo:r commissiom was subject to condi-
tions whioh were wt fUlfilled. 
The contract of sale shows three conditions on its face 
and was delivered on the condition that the plaintiffs would 
obtain the signature of the co-owner. The failure to comply 
with all of the conditions failed to bring the contract into ef-
fectiveness. 
"Where a condition precedent is annexed to a contract 
upon which it is to take effect, the contract will not take ef-
fect until such condition is performed." Michies, Jurisprud-
ence, Contracts, sec. 61; Tiedman v . .American Pigment Cor-
poration~ 253 F ( 2d) 803, 807. 
page 27 ~ IV. The burden of proving that the co'l'lditions were 
met was wpon the plaintiffs and was not · 
proved by a preponderance of the evidence. 
The principal testimony on this aspect of the case was giv-
en by Mr. Strothers, witness for the plaintiffs. He was able 
to recall that he had been called by the purchaser about a 
settlement date, but had no recollec.tion of the date of such 
call but he did have a note in his file that there was at least 
· one contingency open and unresolved. There was no evidence 
that the purchaser tendered the purchase price. This falls far 
short of proving by a preponderance of evidence that the 
contingencies were fulfilled and that the customer was ready, 
willing, and al)le to purchase the property of the defendant. 
"The burden of showing that the purchaser procured by 
a broker is able, ready, and willing to purchase ordinarily 
rests on the broker.'' Michie, Jurisprudence, Brokers, sec. 
38. 
In Low Moor Iron Go. v. Jackson, 117 Va. 76, 84 S. E. 100, 
the court approved the following instruction, at page 102: 
"The burden is upon Jackson (the plaintiff-broker) to show 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 13 
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by a preponderance of the evidence that he made the offer 
of $11,000 on behalf of Mitchell (the proposed purchaser) 
and that Mitchell was ready,t willing and able to carry the of-
fer into a complete purchase.'' 
See also Scott v. Go·od, 152 Va. 827, 148 S. E. 689. 
V. Evrm, were it to be conclwded that the agreement was an 
enforceable contract, the plaintiff broker catYI!fbot recover 
on an agreement obtained by frOIUd or involving miscon-
duct. 
A. The plaintiff's misrepresentation of the cost of replac-
ing the roof and gutters constituted a breach of their fiduciary 
duty to the defendant, who was their principal. 
The plaintiffs admitted that they stated to the defendant 
that the roof and gutters could be replaced for approximately 
$200. Nevertheless, they produced an estimate for $285 that 
was dated in Au{!,"Ust, after the settlement date. The only 
testimony as to the communication of such an offer to the 
defendant was testimony by the defendant that he had not 
heard of the $285 offer until the date of the trial, as further 
proof of this the defendant testified that he actually spent 
$420 to replace the roof and gutters. 
Such misrepresentation constituted fraud and should de-
feat any recovery of commissions by the plaintiffs. 
page 28 ~ The intent of thE> party making the representa-
tion is immaterial. 
In Packard Norfolk v. Miller, 198 Va. 557, 95 S. E. (2d) 207 
the rourt cites 3 Willison, Sales (Rev. ed.), pp. 435. 436, 
'' 'The intent of the party making· the representation is 
wholly immaterial. The point is, has the other party been 
misled Y It is· sufficient that the statement is actually nntrue, 
so as to misleati the party to whom it is made. The party 
making it need not know of its falsity, nor have any intent to 
deceive ; nor does his mere belief in the truth make any differ-
ence. A partv making a statement as true, for the purpose of 
influencing the conduct of the other party, is bound to know 
that it is true.' Wilson. v. Carpenter, 91 Va. 183, 189, 21 S. E. 
243, 245.'' 
In Vamderber,qh ~Hitch, Inc. v. Buckingham Apt., 142 Va. 
397, 128 S. E. 561, 564, the court said, 
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"Upon the evidence in this case, it is very plain that the 
Buckingham Apartment Corporation could not successfully 
maintain against Johnson either a suit for specific perform-
ance or an action for damages, and the plaintiffs cannot be 
allowed recovery for securing a contract which is unenforce-
ably by reason of their misrepresentations, however innocent-
ly made.'' 
In R . .A. Poff v. Ottawo,y, 191 Va. 779, 62 S. E. (2d) 865, the 
court said, · 
"In broker's action for commission for procuring pur-
chaser of defendants' realty, plaintiff's requested instruction 
that defendants execution of contract tc sell realty to pur-
chaser procurred by plaintiff operated as acceptance of such 
purchaser by defendants was properly refused as omitting 
qualification that contract must not have been procured 
through broker'~ misrepresentation or misconduct." 
B. In addition to the misconduct of misrepresentaion, one 
of the plaintiffs failed to properly show, as they unaertook to 
perform, the correct owners on the listing which it sent to the 
other plaintiffs. Furthermore, the plaintiffs failed to obtain 
signature of the other co-owner as plaintiffs undertook to 
perform. 
• • 
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Filed J un 5, 1964. 
• • • 
• • • 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, .JR. 
Clerk of th~ Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va .. 
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL. 
Now come the defendants in the above entitled action and 
move the court to g-rant a new trial. The grounds of the mo-
tion are the following: 
1. Evidence discovered after the trial establishes that the 
purchasers the plaintiff brokers allegedly produced were not 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 15 
Associates, Inc. 
ready willing and able to purchase the property of the defend-
ants. and therefore the plaintiffs were not entitled to a com-
mission. The persons who the plaintiffs allege were ready 
willing and able to purchase the property freely admit, as is 
shown in the attached affidavits that their agreement to pur-
chase was contingent upon an inspection of the property by 
the city inspecto1·, and that they were never told that the in-
inspection had been made or had been satisfactory. Defend-
ant exerted all diligence required to obtain the evidence by 
serving interrogatories on the plaintiff's counsel on March 
20, 1964 and having the sheriff serve a copy of interrogatories 
on plaintiff's counsel on April 3, 1964. Interrogatory #6 
asked for proof on this issue, which plaintiffs never provided. 
2. The after-discovered evidence establishes that the plain-
tiffs' evidence on a material point, namely, that plaintiffs had 
a purchaser ready, willing, and able to purchase defendants' 
property, was untrue or mistaken. While the party moving 
for a new trial on the ground of after-discovered evidence is 
held to exacting requirements, the rule is relaxed in its an-
plication where the after-discovered evidence strongl;v tends 
to show that the pliantiff's evidence upon a material point 
was fabricated or mistaken. 
page 31 r 3. It is clear from the attached affidavits that 
evidence was available that the alleged purchasers 
were not ready willing and able to purchase the defendants' 
property. Such evidence was not presented because defendant 
was under the view of law that plaintiff broker had the burden 
of proving he had a purchaser ready willing and able to pur-
chase. Counsel relied on the rule stated by the Virginia court 
in Low Moor Iron Co. v. Jackson, 84 S. E. 100) This, appa~ 
rently, was a misapprehension of the law. Where there is a 
strong probability of the existence of evidence decisive there-
of, which counsel under a misannrehension of law have failed 
to adduce, a new trial should be granted . 
• • 
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AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL REIBER. 
Paul Reiber, having been first duly sworn, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I am Paul Reiber, the attorney for the defendants in this 
proceeding. 
2. On May 28, 1964. I interviewed David Wallace Smith 
and Ingrid L. Smith, who appear as the purchasers on the 
sales contract which is attached as Exhibit B to the Answer 
to Motion for Bill of Particulars. 
3. Mr. and Mrs. Smith stated to me that their agreement 
to purchase the property at 919 South Alfred was contingent 
upon an inspection by the city inspector, and that they had 
never been told and they had no knowledge that an inspection 
had been made or that the inspector's report had been satis-
factory. 
4. Mr. and Mrs. Smith stated that they would not sign 
an affidavit to this effect because they did not warit to get in-
volved. It is the belief of your affiant that one or both Mr. 
and Mrs. Smith are foreign born and unfamiliar with U. S. 
court procedures. 
5. Your affiant, if a new trial is granted, will subpoena Mr. 
and Mrs. Smith to appear as witnesses to testify as stated 
above. 
PAUL REIBER. 
Subscribed and sworn to me this fifth day of June, 1964. 
Seal 
PEGGY UTERMOEHLEN 
Notary Public. 
My commission expires February 14, 1969. 
Filed Jun. 5, 1964. 
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THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
• • • 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr.; and 17 
Associates, Inc. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL REIBER. 
Paul Reiber, having been first duly sworn, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I am Paul Reiber, the attorney for the defendants in 
this proceeding. 
2. I have interviewed Mrs. Yerby Colom and Mr. Uwe Hinz 
on June 4, 1964 and Mrs. Colom in the office of the Building 
inspector of Alexandria on June 4 and June 2, 1964. I was told 
that (a) it is the practice of the office of the Building In-
spector to ·maintain· a record of requests for, and reports of, 
inspections of buildings in Alexandria, and (b) that a search 
of the records of that office covering the period June 1, 1962 
to November 1,1962 had been made at my request and that no 
record could be found either of a request for inspection of 919 
South Alfred Street nor a report of such inspection having 
been made during the stated period. 
3. The personnel in the office refused to give me a letter or 
affidavit as to the above statements. I was told by Mr. Hinz 
that such a statement would be given only on an order by a 
court. · 
PAUL REIBER. 
Subscribed and sworn to me before me this fifth day of 
June, 1964. 
EDWIN H. PIERCE, JR. 
Seal Notary Public. 
My Commission expires June 14, 1965. 
Filed Jun. 5, 1964. 
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THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
• • • 
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POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL. 
1. New Trial should be granted when after-discovered evi-
dence shows that a party's own evidence or that of a principal 
witness upon a material point was fabricated or mistaken. In-
dependant Cab Assooiation v. La Touche, 89 S. E. 320 327. 
II. New trial .should be granted where parties have not 
properly developed facts on which their rights depend, under 
a misapprehension of the law. 
13 Michie Juris p. 684~5 
Bny,der v. Breitinger, 139 S. E. 755 
Robertson Grocery Co., et al. v. Kinser, 116 S. E. 141 
Bwench v. Hess, 99 S. E. 255 
Respectfully submitted, 
Filed Jun. 5, 1964. 
• • 
PAUL REIBER. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va . 
• • • 
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The 5th day of June, 1964. 
Style 
.James M. Duncan, Jr. et al. 
v. 
Paul Reiber, et al. 
No. 11548 
Law 
.The Clerk of said Court will please summons the following 
Witnesses on behalf of the Defendant, to appear on the 11th 
day of June 1964. 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 19. 
Associates, Inc. 
Name Address County 
David Wallace Smith 3020 No. Dickerson, Arlington 
Ingrid L. Smith 3020 No. Dickerson, Arlington 
in the office of Mr. Roy Swaze 300 So. Payne St., the Law 
building, Fairfax, Va. 
PAUL REIBER 
Attorney for the Defendants. 
Summons issued June 5, 1964; 1 and 2 to Atty. 
ETHEL R. SHORT 
Deputy Clerk. 
page 34B ~ Rec'd. Sheriff's Office Arl. Co. Va. Jun. 5, 3:48 
P.M. '64. 
Fairfax County, to-wit: 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To the Sheriff of Arlington County,-Greeting: 
You are hereby commanded to summon David Wallace 
Smith, 3020 N. Dickerson, Arlington, Va., Ingrid L. Smith, 
3020 N. Dickerson, Arlington, Va. ·to appear before our CIR-
CUIT COURT of Fairfax County, at the Court-house of said 
County, on the 11th day of June, 1964, to-wit: Thursday at 
9 :45 o'clock, A.M., to testify and the truth to ·speak on be-
half of the Defendant' in a certain matter of controversy 
depending and undetermined in said Court between James M. 
Duncan, Jr., et al. Plaintiff; and Paul Reiber, et al. (Case No. 
11548) Defendant, and this he shall in no wise omit~ under 
penalty of law. And have then and there this writ. · 
Witness, Thomas P. Chapman, Jr., Clerk of our said Court, 
at the Court-house aforesaid, the 5th day of June, 1964, and 
the 188th year of the Commonwealth. ·. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN; JR., Clerk 
By ETHEL R. SHORT, Deputy Clerk. 
(on back) 
Returned by Sheriff, Jun. 9, 1964. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR., Clerk. 
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Executed in Arlington County, Virginia, on the 5 day of· 
June 1964 by going to the usual place of abode of David Wal-
lace Smith and not finding him there, I delivered a true copy 
of the within process to Ingrid, a member of his family over 
sixteen years of age, at his usual place of abode and· gave in-
formation of its purport to her. 
J. ELWOOD CLEMENTS 
Sheriff of Arlington County, Va. 
By J. C .................. . 
Deputy Sheriff. 
Time 6:30 P.M. 
Executed this 5 day of June 1964,. by serving a true copy 
of the within process on Ingrid Smith in person, in Arlington 
County, Virginia. 
Given under my hand this 5 day of June, 1964. 
J. ELWOOD CLEMENTS 
Sheriff, Arl. Co., Va. 
By J. C .................. . 
Time 6 :30 P.M. 
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Deputy Sheriff. 
• • • 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION. 
To James M. Duncan, Jr., Routh Robbins, Plaintiffs and Mar-
tin V. B. Bostetter, Jr., Esquire, their attorney: 
Please take notice that on Thursday, June 11, 1964 at 10:00 
A.M. at the office of Commissioner Roy Swaze, 300 South 
Payne Street, Fairfax, Virginia, defendant will take the dep-
osition of David Wallace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith. 
Dated: June 5, 1964. 
PAUL REIBER 
Attorney for Defendants. 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 21 
Associates, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. 
I hereby certify that I served the plaintiffs by mailing a 
copy of this Notice to Martin V. B. Bostetter, Jr., Esquire, at 
his office, 125 North Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia, 
postage prepaid. 
June 6, 1964. 
Filed Jun. 9, 1964. 
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PAUL REIBER. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
• • • 
Presented by Paul Reiber for entry 6/12/64. 
B. F. J. 
JUDGMENT ORDER. 
• • • • • 
And the defendant objects and excepts to the order of the 
Court, on the following grounds : 
1. That the plaintiffs failed and refused to answer the in-
terrogatories served upon their counsel on March 20, 1964 and 
on April, 1964. 
page 37 ~ 2. That the purported agreement was ineffective 
because of lack of mutuality. 
3. That the purported contract of sale of real estate was 
subject to conditions which were not fulfilled. 
4. That the burden of proving that the conditions of the 
agreement were fulfilled was upon the plaintiffs and was not 
proved by a preponderance of the evidence. 
5. That the plaintiffs never produced a purchaser or pur-
chasers who made a tender of the purchase price required 
by the contract. 
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6. That the defendant Paul Reiber never refused to convey 
his title to the property to be sold. 
7. That the plaintiff broker cannot recover on an agree-
ment obtained by fraud or actions involving misconduct. 
8. That the Court ruled that reconsideration, or modifica-
tion of a judgment could be had only by appellate review 
even though a motion for such reconsideration or modification 
was made before judgment was entered. 
9. That the Court ruled that a new trial on grounds of 
after-discovered evidence should be denied even where such 
after-discovered evidence tends to show that the parties' 
evidence upon a material point was fabricated or mistaken. 
page 39 ~ 
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JUDGMENT ORDER. 
THIS CASE came on to be heard on the 13th day of April, 
1964, for a hearing on the merits ; and the plaintiffs and de-
fendants having waived a trial by jury, testimony was taken, 
and other evidence adduced before the Court, and the entire 
matter of law and fact was determined hy the Court; and the 
defendants, by counsel, at the conclusion of the plaintiffs' 
evidence, moved to strike the evidence, and that judgment be 
granted the defendants; and the Court being of the oninion 
that the said motion should be granted as to Doris Nelson 
Reiber, it is 
ORDERED, that the case against Doris Nelson Reiber be, 
and the same hereby is dismissed. 
And the said Motion as to Paul Reiber was overruled, and 
the defendant thereupon presented testimony and other evi-
dence to the Court, and the s·aid case was argued by counsel 
for the plaintiff and defendant; upon consideration whereof, 
it is 
ADJUDGED and ORDERED. that the nlaintiffs. .J flmes 
M. Duncan, Jr. and Associates, Incorporated and Routh Rob-
bins Real Estate Corporation, do recover and have judgment 
and award of execution against the defendant~ Paul Reiber, 
in the amount of One Thousand Six Hundred Eighty Doll~rs 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 23 
Associates, Inc. 
($1,680.00) with interest at the rate of six per cent 
page 39 ~ (6%) per annum from the 13th day of April, 1964 
until paid, together with the costs incident to this 
proceeding. 
And the defendant objects and excepts to the order of the 
Court, on the following grounds: 
1. That the burden of proof was not carried by the plain-
tiff, in that the plaintiff failed to show that the commission 
was earned, for producing a purchaser ready, willing and able 
to purchase the property. 
2. That the plaintiff was guilty of fraud and misrepresenta-
tion in procuring the contract from the defendant, and hence 
should not recover a judgment for a commission. 
Entered June 12, 1964. 
BARNARD F. JENNINGS 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
County .of Fairfax, Virginia. 
MARTIN V. B. BOSTETTER, JR. 
Counsel for Plaintiff. 
I object to this : 
PAUL REIBER 
Defendant. 
• 
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ORDER. 
THIS CASE came on to be heard on the 15th day of May, 
1964, upon the motion of the defendant to reconsider, modify 
or vacate judgment or grant a new trial; and Paul Reiber 
appearing in proper person, and the plaintiffs appea-ring by 
counsel; the said matter was argued -by the said Paul· Reiber 
and counsel for the plaintiffs; upon consideration whereof, 
the Court being- of the opinion that the said motion should bC' 
denied, it is, therefore, 
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ADJUDGED and ORDERED, that the ~said motion be, and 
the same hereby is denied. 
Entered June 12, 1964. 
BARNARD F. JENNINGS 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
County of Fairfax, Virginia. 
MARTIN V. B. BOSTETTER, JR. 
Counsel for Plaintiffs. 
I object to this and save exception: 
PAUL REIBER 
Defendant. 
• 
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ORDER. 
• 
• 
THIS MATTER came on to be heard this 12th day of June, 
1964, upon the motion of Roy A. Swayze to be relieved as 
counsel for the defendants and to the entry to which order 
there was :no objection on the part of the parties. 
Upon consideration whereof, it is now adjudged, ordered, 
and decreed that Roy A. Swayze is hereby relieved as counsel 
for the defendants. 
BARNARD F .• JENNINGS, Judge . 
• • • • • 
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12th day of June, 1964. 
Style 
James M. Duncan, Jr., et al. 
v. 
Paul Reiber, et al. 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 25 
Associates, Inc. 
No. 11548 
Law 
The Clerk of said Court will please summons the following 
witness (or witnesses) on behalf of the Defendant, to appear 
on the 22d day of June 1964. 2 P. M. 
Name Address County 
David Wallace Smith 3020 No. Dickerson Arlington, Co. 
Ingrid L. Smith 3020 No. Dickerson .Arlington 
Summoned to the office of Bauknight, Prichard, McCandlish 
& Williams, 106 No. Payne, Fairfax, Va. 
PAUL.REIBER 
Attorney for the Defendants. 
Summons issued June 15, 1964; 1 and 2 to Sheriff of Fx. Co. 
ETHEL R. SHORT, Deputy Clerk. 
page 41B ~ Rec'd. Sheriff's Office Arl. Co. Va., June 16, 
1 :20 P.M. '64. 
Fairfax County, to-wit: 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To the Sheriff of Arlington County,-Greeting: 
You are hereby commanded to summon David ·wallace 
Smith, Ingrid L. Smith to appear at the office of Bauknight, 
Prichard, McCandlish, & Williams 106 No. Payne St., Fairfax, 
Va., on the 22nd day of June, 1964, to-wit: Monday at 2:00 
P.M., to testify rmd the truth to speak on behalf of the De-
fendant in a certain matter of controversy depending and un-
determined in said Court between James M. Duncan, Jr., et al. 
Plaintiff, and Paul Reiber, et al. (Case No. 11548) Defendant, 
and this he shall in no wise omit, under penalty of law. And 
have then and there this writ. 
Witness, Thomas P. Chapman, Jr., Clerk of our said Court, 
at the Court-house aforesaid, the 15th day of June, 1964, and 
the 188th year of the Commonwealth. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR .. Clerk. 
By ETHEL R. SHORT, Deputy Clerk. 
26 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
(on back) 
Returned by Sheriff Jun. 23, 1964. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR., Clerk. 
Executed this 19 day of June 1964, by serving a true copy 
of the within process on Ingrid L. Smith in person, in Arling-
ton County, Virginia. 
Given under my hand this 19 day of June 1964. 
Time 11 :45 A.M. 
J. ELWOOD CLEMENTS 
Sheriff, Arl. Co., Va. 
By J. C ................... . 
Deputy Sheriff. 
Executed in Arlington County, Virginia, on the 19 day of 
June 19 .. by going to the usual place of abode of David Wal-
lace Smith and not finding him there, I delivered a true copy 
of the within process to Ingrid, a member of his family over 
sixteen years of age, at his usual place of abode and gave in-
formation of its purport to her. 
Time 11 :45 A.M. 
J. ELWOOD CLEMENTS 
Sheriff of Arlington County, Va. 
By J. C ................ . 
Deputy ShBri:ff. 
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NOTICE OF DEPOSITION. 
To James M. Duncan, Jr., Routh Robbins, Plaintiffs and 
Martin V. B. Bostetter, Jr., Esquire, their attorney: 
Please take notice that on Monday, June 22, 1964 at 2:00 
P.M. at the office of Baunknight, Pritchard, et al. 106 North 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 27 
Associates, Inc. 
Payne .Street, Fairfax, Virginia, defendant will take the 
deposition of David Wallace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith. 
Dated: June 13, 1964. 
PAUL REIBER 
Attorney for Defendants. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. 
I hereby certify that I served the plaintiffs by mailing a 
copy of this Notice to Martin V. B. Bostetter, Jr., Esquire, at 
his offiee, 125 North Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia, 
postage prepaid. 
June 13, 1964. 
Filed Jun. 16, 1964. 
PAUL REIBER 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
page 42A ~ In the Circuit Court of Fairfax County the 
23rcl day of June, 1964. 
Style 
James M. Duncan Jr. & Assoc. et al. 
Paul Reiber, et al. 
No. 11548 
Law 
The Clerk of said Court will please summons the following 
(witnesses) on behalf of the Defendants, to appear on the 29th 
day of June 1964. 
Name 
David Wallace Smith 
Ingrid L. Smith 
Address County 
3020 No. Dickerson St. Arlington 
3020 No. Dickerson St. Arlington 
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appear at office of Bauknight, Prichard, McCandlish & Wil-
liams, 106 No. Payne St., Fairfax, Va. 
PAUL REIBER 
Attorney for the Defendants. 
Summons issued June 23, 1964; 2 handed to atty. 
JUNE ATTMANSP AiCHER 
Dep. Clerk. 
page 42B ~ Rec 'd. Sheriff Office Ad. Co. Va., Jun. 23, 9 :13 
A.M. '64. 
Fairfax County, To-wit: 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To the Sheriff of Arlington County,-Greeting: 
You are hereby commanded to summon David Wallace 
Smith, Ingrid L. Smith to appear at the office of Bauknight,' 
Prichard, McCandlish & Williams 106 N. Payne Street, Fair-
fax, Virginia on the 29th day of June, 1964, to-wit: Monday 
at 2:00 o'clock, P.M., to testify and the truth to speak on 
behalf of the Defendant in a certain matter of controversy 
depending and undetermined in said Court between James 
M. Duncan Jr., a.nd Assoc. et al. Plaintiff, and Paul Reiber 
et al (Case No: Law 1154-8) Defendant. and this he shall in no 
wise omit, under penalty of law. And have then and there 
this writ. 
Witness, Thomas P. Chapman, Jr., Clerk of our said Court, 
at the Court-house aforesaid. the 23rd day of June, 1964, and 
the 188th year of the Commonwealth. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR .. Clerk. 
By JUNE Y. ATTMANSPACHER, 
Deputy Clerk. 
(on back) 
Returned by Sheriff, Jun. 29, 1964. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR., Clerk. 
Executed this 25 day of June 1964, by serving a true copy 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 29 
Associates, Inc. 
of the within process on Ingrid Smith in person, in Arlington 
County, Virginia. · 
Given under my hand this 25 day of June 1964. 
Time 12:50 P.M. 
J. ELWOOD CLEMENTS 
Sheriff, Arl. Co., Va. 
By J. C ................. ; . 
Deputy Sheriff. 
Executed in Arlington County, Virginia, on the 25 day of 
June 1964 by going to the usual place of abode of Donald Wal-
lace Smith and not finding him there, I delivered a true copy 
of the within process to IngTid, a member of his family over 
sixteen years of age, at his usual place of abode and gave 
information of its purport to her. 
Time 12 :50 P.M. 
J. ELWOOD CLEMENTS 
Sheriff of Arlington County, Va. 
By J. C ................ . 
Deputy Sheriff. 
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NOTICE OF DEPOSITION. 
To James M. Duncan, Jr. & Associates, Inc. Routh Robbins 
Real Estate Corporation, Plaintiffs and Martin V. B. 
Bostetter, Jr., Esquire, their attorney: 
Please take notice that, in the above styled case, on Monday, 
June 29, 1964 at 2:00P.M. at the office of Bauknight, Pritch-
ard, et al., 106 North Payne Street, Fairfax, Virginia, defend-
ant will take the deposition of David Wallace Smith and In-
grid L. Smith, and will be adjourned from day to day until 
completed. 
Dated: June 22, 1964. 
PAUL REIBER 
Attorney for Defendants. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. 
I hereby certify that I served the plaintiffs by mailing a 
copy of this Notice to Martin V. B. Bostetter, Jr., Esquire, 
at his office, 125 North Fairfax Street, James M. Duncan and 
Associates, Inc., 122 North Alfred Street, and Routh Robbins 
Real Estate Corporation, North Washington and Princess 
Street, all in Alexandria, Virginia, postage prepaid. 
June 22, 1964. 
Filed Jun. 23, 1964. 
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PAUL REIBER. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
• 
MOTION TO SUSPEND .JUDGMENT. 
COME NOW the defendants in the above styled matter and 
move the court to suspend and set aside the ,judgment entered 
in the above styled cause on June 12, 1964 on the g-rounds 
that the plaintiffs have interferred with and prevented David 
Wallace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith from appearing pursuant 
to summons issued by the Circuit Court of Fairfax County 
to give depositions. 
Filed .Jul. 8, 1964. 
" 
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THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
• 
• • • 
Paul Reiber v. James M. Duncan, Jr., and 31 
Associates, Inc. 
Filed Jul. 8, 1964. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
.Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL REIBER. 
Paul Reiber, having been first duly sworn, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I am Paul Reiber, the attorney for the defendants in 
this proceeding. 
2. On two occasions namely June 5 and June 12, 1964 re-
spectively, I have caused summons to be issued by the Clerk 
of the Circuit Court of Fairfax County to David Wallace 
Smith and Ingrid L. Smith to appear to give depositions on 
June 11 and June 22, 1964 respectively. 
3. On both occasions Mr. and Mrs. Smith failed to appear. 
4. To the best of my knowledge and belief the 
page 48 ~ failure of the above witnesses, namely David W al-
lace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith, to appear was 
caused by the acts of the attorney for the plaintiffs in this 
proceeding. 
PAUL REIBER 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Second Day of 
July, 1964. 
Seal 
PEGGY UTERMOEHLEN 
Notary Public. 
My Commission Expires February 19, 1969 . 
• • • • • 
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MOTION TO QUASH DEPOSITIONS. 
COME NOW the plaintiffs in the above styled matter, and 
move the Court to quash the taking of the depositions of 
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David Wallace Smith and Ingrid L. Smith, as designated by 
the Notice of Deposition dated June 22, 1964. · 
Filed Jul. 24, 1964. 
• • 
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JAMES M. DUNCAN, JR. & 
ASSOCIATES, INC. AND 
ROUTH ROBBINS REAL 
ESTATE CORPORATION. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, .JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va . 
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Mr. E. French Strother identified himself as the attorney 
who examined the title to 919 South Alfred Street, the prop-
erty which was the subject of the agreement. There had been 
a problem with the title which he bad cleared up. 
He testified that the contract purchasers had called him 
once to ask whether settlement date had been set. He stated 
that his notes indicated there were several contingencies in the 
agreement, namely that the contract was contingent upon an 
inspection by the City Inspector and securing financing and 
inspection of all units by purchaser. 
On cross examination he testified that his notes showed that 
at least one of the contingencies was unresolved and he could 
find no indication nor could be state that the contingency had 
been .satisfied . 
• • • • • 
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Mr. Reiber identified himself ~s the co-owner of the prop-
erty at 919 South Alfred Street, Alexandr~a, and a Defend-
ant in the case and testified as follows. 
One of the plaintiffs, the Routh Robbins Real Sstate agency 
had asked him to sign a listing agreement offering the prop-
erty at $28,500 and promised that since the Routh Robbins 
organization was located in Alexandria and he was in McLean, 
they could fill in the detailed information on the listing form. 
The Routh Robbins agency prepared the listing agreement 
incorrectly by failing to show that the property was owned 
by eo-owners. Without the knowledge of the Defendant that 
the ownership was incorrectly shown, the plaintiff distributed 
the incorrect information to real estate agents participating 
in Multiple Listing which included the James· Duncan firm, 
plaintiffs in this proceedi:qg. The listing agree-
page 54 ~ ment was in the record as Exhibit A in plaintiff's 
answer to a Bill of Particulars. 
Defendant agreed that Mrs. Hansen and Mr. James Dun-
can had come to his house on two occasions; .first-about a week 
before June 2, and again on June 2, 1962. On the first occasion 
Mrs. Reiber was pr(lsent. The agreement offered $25,000 and 
was rejected. 
On June 2,1962, Mrs. Hansen and Mr. James Duncan again 
visited Mr. Reiber at his house. When they called for the 
appointment Mr. Reiber told them that Mrs. Reiber was out, 
but would return later. The plaintiffs insisted on coming. 
When Mrs. Hansen and Mr. Duncan arrived they brought 
the same contract with changes inserted in writing. A new 
price was inserted, $28,000, which was below the asking price. 
One ·of the insertions was that the Defendant was to re-
place the roof and gutters. The Defendant testified that he 
was told by the plaintiffs that this condition should be no 
problem because the plaintiffs had an offer by a roofer to re-
place. the roof and gutters for $200.00. 
He asked the plaintiffs to wait for the co-owner to return 
to consider the offer. The plaintiffs told him that they would 
return to get the signature of the co-owner. 
On these assurances the defendant shmed the a~eement. 
The Defendant further testified that the plaintiffs never 
asked the co-owner to sign the ag-reement. 
The defendant later in June of 1962 asked the plaintiffs 
for the name of the roofer who offered to replace the roof 
and gutters for $200.00. The lowest bids he was able to ob-
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tain were over $400.00. He testified that when he had the 
work done it cost a total of $420.00 and not $200.00 as plain-
tiffs had promised. . 
The Defendant testified that plaintiffs never told him of 
the offer or $285 and he had not heard of it. until the testi-
mony that day. The contract called for replacing the roof and 
gutters, whereato. the offer of $285 did not include the total 
job. 
The Defendant stated that late in June of 1962 he received 
a letter from the purchaser's attorney, Mr .. Strother, stating 
that the Defendant's title to 919 South Alfred Street was un-
satisfactory and the sale could not proceed. Nothing more was 
heard by the Defendant from the purchasers until September, 
1962, more than 60 days after date for settlement, asking for 
further data. The Defendant caled Mr. Strother and told him 
the co-owner had not signed the agreement, and Mr. Strother 
said the contract was not effective and there was no need to 
go ahead. 
page 55 ~ The Defendant testified that neither the plain-
tiffs nor the purchasers ever called the Defendant 
to notify him that the City Inspector had inspected the apart-
ments nor that the purchasers had inspe~ted the apartments 
and that they were satisfied. At no time did the purchasers 
tender the purchase price or set a day certain to make a 
tender or a closing. The only demand to settle was made not 
by the purchasers, but by the attorney for plaintiffs the real 
estate agents. At that time the Defendant told the attorney 
that he was willing to convey his title to the property. 
At the close of the testimony the Defendants' attorney 
moved to strike the nlainti:ff 's evidence on the ~rounds nrev-
iously advanced and in addition on the grounds that plaintiff 
had not established by the preponderance of the evidence 
that the purchasers were readv, willing- and able to purchase 
the property and that the brokers had been guilty of miscon-
duct in listing the prope.rty with the wrong information and 
causing one of the Defendants to sign the contract by making 
a misrepresentation. 
The court denied the motion and in the course of finding 
for the plaintiff stated that although the qu~stion of whether 
the conditions of the agreement had been fulfilled was not' 
clear from the testimony, either party could nave presented 
evidence on the matter. The Attorney for the Defendants re-
served an exception. 
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Not certified due to ommissions and inaccurate statements. 
Received in mail 7/22/64. 
BARNARD F. JENNINGS . 
• • • • • 
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SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE . 
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E. FRENCH STROTHER, 
The third witness for the plaintiffs, E. French Strother, 
identified himself as a Title Attorney associated with the firm 
of Jesse, Phillips, Kendrick & Gearheart, 
• • • • • 
He further stated that his file contained information in-
dicating there were several contingencies in the contract: 
that the contract was contingent upon an inspection by the 
City Inspector; and securing financing; and inspection of all 
units by the purchaser. He further testified on cross examina-
tion that his notes revealed that two of the eontingencies had 
been satisfied, and that he could find no indication in his file, 
nor did he have any personal knowledge that the other con-
tingency had been satisfied. He further testified on redirect 
examination that the contingencies in the contract were con-
tingencies for the benefit of the purchasers, and that the pur-
chasers had called him and indicated that they were ready 
for settlement, and-wished to know the settlement date. 
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Marilyn J. Hansen. 
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Received from attorney for plaintiffs July 31, 1964 but not 
certified. 
BARNARD F. JENNINGS. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS AND INCIDENTS OF TRIAL. 
The following is a summary of evidence presented in .the 
above case, heard before the Court without a jury, on the 
. 13th day of April, 1964: 
The following witnesses, being duly sworn, testified: for 
the plaintiffs: Marilyn .J. Hansen, James M; Duncan III, and 
E. French Strother; for the defendants: Paul Reiber. 
MARILYN J. HANSEN, 
the first witness to testify for the plaintiffs, stated that she 
was a real estate agent, associated with James M. Duncan, 
Jr. & Associates, Inc., of 122 North Alfred Street, Alexandria, 
Virginia; and that she and another real estate agent had 
called on the defendants, Paul Reiber and Doris Nelson 
Reiber, at their home, approximately one week prior to June 
2, 1962, with a contract for the purchase of certain real estate 
known as 919 South Alfred Street, Alexandria, Virginia, 
owned by the defendants, for the sum of $25,000.00. Mr. and 
Mrs. Reiber were both present, and' the offer of $25,000.00 
was rejected, but the defendants indicated that they would 
accept $28,000.00 for the purchase of the property. Mrs. Han-
sen further testified that oli ·June 2, 1962, she and 
page 62 ~ Mr. James M. Duncan III called at the Reiber 
home; Mrs. Reiber was not at home; Mrs. Hansen 
and Mr. Duncan presented a contract for $28,000.00~ which 
contained several changes which had been initialed. by the 
prospective purchasers. The changes were initialed hy Mr. 
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Reiber, who signed the contract. The contract was duly ad-
mitted into evidence by the Court as Plaintiffs' Exhibit num-
ber 2. Mrs. Hansen further stated that after Mr. Reiber had 
signed the contract, the agents inquired when Mrs. Reiber 
would be home, so that her signature could be obtained on 
the contract, and that Mr. Reiber answered that be was an 
attorney, and advised them that it would not be necessary to 
have Mrs. Reiber sign the contract. Mrs._ Hansen also testi-
fied that in order to bring about fulfillment Of the contract, 
she obtained an estimate for the repair of the roof, to replace 
the roof at a cost of $288.00. The estimate was duly admit-
ted into evidence by the Court as Plaintiffs' Exhibit number 
3. Mrs. Hansen further testified that she and Mr. Duncan bad 
successfully arranged :financing on the property to be pur-
chased with Peoples Savings and Loan Association of Alex-
andria, Virginia, and that she knew of no reason why the pur-
chasers were not ready, willing and able to purchase tho prop-
erty from the defendants. She further testified that she had 
called Mr. Reiber at home inany times, between the Rigning 
of the contract and September, 1962, and 'Mrs. Reiber had 
answered the telephone ; and she, Mrs. Hansen, luid spoken 
with Mr. Reiber, but that neither he nor Mrs. Reiber had ever 
mentioned that they would not settle on the property; and 
then, in September, 1962, she learned for the first time that 
the defendants had refused to comply with the contract; and 
that subsequent thereto, in a conversation with 
page 63 ~ Mr. Reiber, Mr. Reiber advised her that since 
signing the contract, he had painted several rooms 
and put new'furniture into the property, and had, therefore, 
decided not to sell. Mrs. Hansen testified on cross examination 
that she had never asked the co-owner, Mrs. Reiber, to sign 
the contract, because of Mr. Reiber's statement that it would 
not be necessary to obtain his wife's signature.~ 
MR. JAMES M. DUNCAN, III, . 
the second witness to testify for the plaintiffs, identified him-
self as a real estate broker and office manager for James M. 
DuncB-.n, Jr. & Associates, Inc. His testimony, with respect 
to the matters that ·he had personal knowledge of, substanti-
ally corroborated the testhnony of :Marilyn J. Hansen; and 
he further testified that he had instructed the ·attorney for 
James· :M. Duncan, Jr. & Ass.ociates, Tnc. to make demand 
• 
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upon the defendants to settle, in accordance with the con-
tract. 
E. FRENCH STROTHER, 
The third witness for the plaintiffs, E. French Strother, 
identified himself as a Title Attorney associated with the 
firm of Jesse, Phillips, Kendrick & Gearheart, and that he had 
been engaged for his firm, to have the title examined, and 
hold settlement, under the contract,. on the said property at 
919 South Alfred Street. He testified that there had been a 
problem with the title, about which he had contacted the de-
fendants, but that he had been successful in clearing up the 
problem, and had so advised them. Mr. Strother testified on 
cross examination that the purchasers had called him to in-
quire when settlement would be held, and indicated that they 
were ready for settlement. He further stated that his file con-
tained information indicating there were several contingen-
cies in the contract: that the contract was con-
page 64 ~ tingent upon an inspection by the City Insnector: 
and securing :financing: and inspection of all units 
by the purchaser. He further testified on cross examination 
that his n,otes revealed that two of the contingencies had been 
satisfied. He further testified on redirect examination that 
the ~ontinQ'encies in the contract were contingencies for the 
hene:fit of the purchasers. and that the purchasers had called 
him and indicated that they were ready for settlement, and 
wished to know the settlement date. · 
The plaintiffs then rested their case. 
PAUL REIBER, 
The defendant Paul Reiber, the first and only witness to 
testify for the defendants, testified that one of the plaintiffs, 
Routh Robbins Real Estate Agency, had asked him to sign a 
listing agreement offering the property at 919 South Alfred 
Street, Alexandria, Virginia, at the price of $28,500.00; and 
that he had signed the listing agreement, and that the said 
real estate agency had filled in the detailed information on 
the listing form. He further testified that the Routh Robbins 
Agency prepared the listing agreement incorrectly, by failing 
to show that the property was owned by co-owners and that 
the defendant had no knowledge as to the manner of the list-
ing-. The defendant further stated that the testimony of Mrs. 
Hansen and Mr. Duncan was correct concerning the visits to 
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the Reiber home prior to June 2, . and on June 2, 1962, and 
that he had advised Mrs. Hansen that Mrs. Reiber would not 
be available until later. Upon the first occasion, the contract 
in the amount of $25,000.00 was rejected. On June 2, 1962, 
when Mrs. Hansen and Mr. Duncan visited Mr. Reiber at his 
home, Mrs. Reiber was not present. The contract which they 
presented was the same contract which Mrs. Han-
page 65 ~ sen had shown him on the previous occasion, but 
had been changed with certain changes inserted in 
writing, including the price which had been changed to $28,-
000.00. One of the changes stated that the defendants were to 
replace the roof and gutters. He testified that he was told bv 
Mr. Duncan an1l Mrs. Hansen that this could be done for 
approximately $200.00. Mr. Reiber further testified the lowest 
bid he had been able to obtain was over $400.00. He fnrther 
testified that be had not heard of the $288.00 bid until the 
day of trial. The defendant then testified that he si~ned the 
contract, which was in evidence as plaintiffs' Exhibit number 
2; and stated that Mrs. Reiber would be home in a few min-
utes, and requested them to wait to obtain her signature; 
but that the agents refused to do this, and said they would 
return later. The defendant further testified that he had 
never been made aware of the estimate for repairs in the 
amount of $288.00 until the day of the trial. He further .stated 
that late in June of 1962 'he received a letter from E. French 
Strother, stating that the defendants' title to 919 South Al-
fred Street was unsatisfactory, and the sale could not pro-
ceed; and that the defendants had heard nothing more until 
September, 1962, asking them for fm::ther data; and that he, 
Paul Reiber, had then called Mr. Strother and told him that 
the co-owner had not signed the agreement, and that be did 
no~ intend to proceed with the sale of the propertv. The de-
fendant further· testified that neither the plaintiffs nor the 
purchasers ever called the defendant to notify him that the 
City Inspector bad inspected the apartments, nor that the 
purchasers had inspected the apartments, and that thev were 
satisfied: and that the purchasers had not tendered the pur-
chase price to him or set a day certain to make a tender oi' 
closing; that the demand to settle was made not 
page 66 ~ by the purchasers, but by the attorney for plain-
tiffs' real estate agents. The defendant admitted 
on cross examination that he had never stated to- anyone that 
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Paul Reiber. 
he would not settle on: the property, until after the second 
time he was contacted by Mr. Strother in September of 1962. 
He also admitted on cross examination that after he had 
signed the contract, but before settlement, he had painted 
several rooms at the said property, and had also placed new 
furniture in some of the rooms. Upon questioning by the 
Court, the defendant admitted that he had discussed with 
Mrs. Reiber the fact that she had not signed the contract, 
but could not recall the substance of their conversation. 
Counsel for the defendants then rested. 
Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1, 2 & 3 and Defendants' Exhibit A, B 
& C were duly received in evidence. 
Approved and certified as authentic this 3rd day of August, 
1964: 
BARNARD F. JENNINGS 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
County of Fairfax, Virginia. 
Received and filed this 3rd day of August, 1964 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , Deputy Clerk. 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
Filed Aug. 7, 1964. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
To Clerk of said court : 
Please take notice that the undersigned intends to file a 
petition for writ of error to final order entered in the above-
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captioned cause on June 12, 1964. The following are assigned 
as errors of law: 
1. The court erred in denying defendants' motion to strike 
plaintiffs' testimony on the grounds that (a) the purported 
agreement lacked mutuality and was therefore not an effect-
ive contract, and (b) if there was a contract it was contingent 
on events which never occurred, (c) the plaintiffs did not 
meet their burden of establishing by the preponderance of 
the evidence that the contingencies had been met and that 
the purchasers were ready, willing and able to complete the 
purchase, and (d) that the plaintiffs could not recover because 
they were guilty of misconduct. 
2. The court erred in denying defendants' motion to recon-
sider, modify or vacate judgment or grant a new trial on 
the grounds that: 
a. The purported agreement of sale upon which the plain-
tiffs based their claim was a contract so vague as to lack 
mutuality of obligation, and at most was a conditional agree-
ment which never became a binding contract. 
b. The plaintiffs failed to maintain their burden of proving 
that the conditions of the contract had been fulfilled and that 
the customer they produced was ready, willing, and able to 
purchase the property of the defendants. 
c. Even if the contract became enforceable, the plaintiffs 
were not entitled to a commission because of their misconduct, 
because one of the plaintiffs, namely the Routh Robbins 
Agency, failed to prepare an accurate description 
page 68 ~ of the owners of the property, and that the defend-
ant was induced to sign the contract by a misrep-
resentation constituting fraud. 
3. The court e>rred in denying motion for a new trial of 
.Tune 5, 1964 on the grounds that (a) after-discovered evi-
dence established that purported purchasers were not ready 
willing and able to purchase the property for the sale of 
which plaintiff demanded a commission, (b) after-discovered 
evidence, althoug-h usually held to exacting requirements to 
permit a new trial, is not held to such exacting requirements 
where the after-discovered evidence strong-ly tends to show 
that the plaintiffs evidence upon a material point was fabri-
eated or mistaken. 
4. The court erred in denying defendants' request to in-
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elude in the order of judgment their objections to the order 
tendered on June 12, 1964, which consisted of the following: 
a. That the plaintiffs failed and refused to answer the in-
terrogatories served upon their counsel on March 20, 1964 
and on April 3, 1964. 
b. That the purported agreement was ineffective because 
. of the lack of mutuality. 
c. That the purported contract of sale of real estate was 
subject to conditions which were not fulfilled. 
d. That the burden of proving that the conditions of the 
agreement were fulfilled was upon the plaintiffs and was not 
proved by a preponderance of the evidence. 
e. That the plaintiffs never produced a purchaser or pur-
chasers who made a tender of the purchase price required by 
the contract. 
f. That the defendant Paul Reiber never refused to convey 
his title to the property to be sold. 
g. That the plaintiff broker cannot recover on an agree-
ment obtained by fraud or actions involving misconduct. 
5. The court erred in denying defendants' motion to ·sus-
pend and set aside judgment oil the ground that plaintiffs in-
terferred with and prevented David Wallace Smith and In-
grid L. Smith from appearing pursuant to summons issued by 
the Circuit Court of Fairfax County to give depositions. 
6. The court erred in granting motion of plaintiff to quash 
defendants' notice of depositions. · 
7. The court erred in accepting plaintiffs' Statement of 
Facts and Incidents of Trial when Defendant's statement had 
been served on· plaintiff six weeks prior to date of adoption 
and when plaintiff's statement was not supplied to 
page 69 ~ defendant until the hour the court convened to 
adopt said statement. 
• • 
PAUL REIBER 
Attorney for Defendants 
1815 H Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C . 
• • • 
